Cordless Bamboo Shades - Installation Instructions
Congratulations on purchasing the best in class cordless bamboo shade on the market. You will enjoy this superior
product in which quality was never compromised.
Parts Included: Shade Width

Brackets

Anchor

Screw A
(large)

Wing Nut

40” and below
41”+

2
3

8
12

8
12

2
3

Step 1 – Select your shade positioning
Select the method of mounting your shade that best
suits your purpose and determine the shade’s precise
location.
1) Inside the window frame.
2) On the outside of frame
3) On the overhead surface ceiling.
Inside Mount – Window/Ceiling installation
An inside mounted shade is made to fit inside
the window recess and will have a slight gap
between the shade and window frame. Your
brackets will either attach to the sides of your
window casing or the top

Inside Mount

Inside Mount with support

Outside Mount – Frame/Wall/Ceiling installation
Outside Mount
Your shade should be made to overlap the
window opening and your brackets will be
mounted:
 to the frame (screws towards the wall)
 your wall (screws towards the wall)
Outside Mount w/support
 the ceiling above your window.
(screws towards the ceiling)
Step 2 - Install brackets and hang the blind
While holding the headrail mark where the shade’s
brackets will attach with a pencil and drill 1/16” pilot
holes into the window casing. Fix the brackets using the
screws provided. Wall plugs or anchors (not provided)
may be necessary depending on the type of surface the
brackets will attach to and weight of your shade. Hang
the blind with the pulley facing inwards and the valance
covering the headrail. Tighten the wing nuts under the
headrail to secure.
Step 3 – Using and caring for your new shade
Now that your new shade is installed, take care to lower and raise your shade slowly using the middle of the bottom
bar. If there are any issues, make sure that the cord is not stuck and if it is, take care to loosen it.

To clean your shade, use a micro-fiber cloth or carefully use the brush attachment to your vacuum for
finer materials.

